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disk drill lets you preview the files it has found on your disk or your entire hard drive. theres two main windows where youll be able to view
all the files it has scanned and anything it couldnt recover: firstly is the preview window, where you can view a list of files that disk drill has
found and were able to recover, as well as anything disk drill failed to identify. any files listed as unreadable by disk drill are marked with a

red icon, and can be previewed to ensure theyre a part of a directory containing important data. click on the icon to open the file youre
after; if it isnt a file, you can still click on the list to view the file in its full or compressed form, if it is one. most people who use disk drill on a

regular basis are confident it is one of the best data recovery tools available because of its powerful features and its ease of use. the
program features three levels of scanning: quick scan, which scans only a single partition or disk, advanced scan, which performs a full data

scan of a single partition or disk, and deep scan, which is a full recovery process that compares the original files with recovered files to
ensure the data that has been recovered is exactly the same as the original. you can choose one of two scanning modes: quick scan or
advanced scan, with the latter supporting any number of hard drives or partitions. quick scan analyzes the given partition or disk in the

specified amount of time and then provides a list of files that were found to be recoverable. advanced scan performs a similar function but
additionally verifies that all of the recovery data is identical to the original data.
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